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$|l$ $B$ $\mathit{1}\backslash ^{r_{2}}$







$($ $\mathrm{B})_{\text{ }}$ blowing-down ( A)
( $80\mathrm{F}n$ )
$?=d,i.\uparrow\gamma lB-d,i??\iota C>1$
A $(\#)$ $7’=\mathit{2}$ $\kappa(\mathit{1}\backslash r_{1})\geq 0$
i), ii) ( $=$ ” ”)
i) $din\tau \mathit{1}\backslash r_{1}=\cdot\overline{‘ \mathrm{J}}\wedge$.
ii) $H^{\mathrm{U}}(c_{l}.I_{1_{(\mathrm{j}}\cdot)}’\neq 0$
ii) $d_{l1l}‘..,\mathit{1}\backslash r_{1}\leq.5$
1) (Fujita, $(80\mathrm{F}\mathrm{t})\mathrm{I}?\cdot>2$ $B$
2)(Fania,, $86\Gamma\dashv \mathrm{a},$) $\uparrow\cdot=2,$ $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\cdot N_{1}=4$ $h’(\mathit{1}\backslash _{1}r)\geq 0\circ$
$\#$ $\kappa(\mathit{1}\backslash r_{1})\geq 0$ $di.?1l\mathit{1}\backslash _{1}t\leq 5$
$\kappa(\mathit{1}\backslash _{1}r_{)}\geq 0$ $84\mathrm{F}_{\mathrm{e}}’\mathrm{i}$ ,
2. A
$\mathrm{B}M$ 44
$M$ $\pi$ : $Aarrow S$ $\mathrm{P}^{1}$-bundle
$\mathrm{i}$ ), $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}$ ) $\pi$ $\phi$ : $Marrow\prime_{-}i^{1}$, $\mathrm{P}^{2}$ -bundle,
$A$ $\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{d}’}.\iota 1()\mathrm{t}()1()\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{a}1$ ,$9=\mathrm{P}^{2}$ $A=\mathrm{P}^{2}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{P}^{1}$
i) $di.\uparrow\gamma lM\leq 4$
ii) $H^{\mathrm{U}}(^{i},,’, \mathit{1}’\mathrm{t}_{\backslash }.\backslash )\neq \mathrm{t})$
ii) $d’?\prime\prime \mathit{1}|//\leq‘/$[ $\mathit{1}|/$]
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2.01) $H0(S, I\iota_{S}\nearrow)\neq 0$ $H^{0}(M^{J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}.\wedge^{dimM2}-\Omega M’)\neq 0$ (Lefschetz Theorem)
$\Lambda l’$ $\Lambda I$
2) $di_{7}nM\leq 4$ $\mathrm{B}$ $S$
$0arrow \mathcal{O}arrow Earrow Farrow$ $0$
$E,$ $F$ $S$ 3, 2 $P(E)\cong M,$ $P(\Gamma^{i})\cong A$ $E$
Le Potier : $\iota\nearrow$ $?l$ $7^{-}$.
$\mathrm{T}’\mathrm{I}^{f}$, $?l>\uparrow$ $H^{1}(‘ 5’, \mathrm{I}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{I}^{\tau};’)(0=$ $\mathrm{c}$
$\mathrm{B}$
$\mathrm{B}$ [OOSa,Zh] –









(B.1) $M$ ( $d.i?7\iota M\leq 4$ $\Rightarrow \mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}1$ ) $)_{\text{ }}$
$(\mathrm{B}‘ \mathit{2})$: $M’$
$l\mathrm{t}f$
$i$ $H^{i}(M’, O_{\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}/I^{l}})\neq 0$
( $di_{7}.nM\leq 4$ $i$. $=1,2$ $M,$ $A$ uniruled, $A\subset \mathit{1}\mathrm{W}_{reg}$
$H^{i}(M’, \mathcal{O}_{M}’)=0(i=.3,4))$ O $(\Rightarrow \mathrm{c}\mathrm{a},\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}))$
(B.1) $(87\mathrm{F}\mathrm{u})$ – – $\mathrm{B}$ $M$
(B.2)
$S$ $\mathrm{P}^{2}$-bundle ( $A][$ )
(B.2) c
(B,2)
22 ( $87\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}$ . 34 ) $- 1_{\mathrm{L}}’$ $?l+?$ .
1) $X$ $c_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}$ . $f\cdot$ : $\mathrm{P}^{1}arrow C$ $.\dagger*T_{\mathrm{X}’}-,\cong \mathcal{O}_{\mathrm{P}}^{\oplus \mathit{7}}1\oplus_{i=1}^{71}$
$\mathcal{O}_{\mathrm{P}^{1}}(a_{i})(a_{j}.$. $>0)_{\circ}$ .
2) 1) $C$ $X$ $r_{-}f$ 7 $I\dot{f}^{0}(U, S"{}^{\mathrm{t}}(\wedge^{\prime 1}\cdot\zeta\iota_{U}))\neq 0$
, $\phi$ : $X–>Y$ $d?.?7lx-di.\uparrow\gamma\iota Y=?..\phi$
$X$ ]$/(\subset\lceil_{-}/)r$ $\mathrm{c}\beta|_{V}$ : $Varrow Y$
$(\cdot\iota)\in V)$ – $(\phi|V)^{-}1(\phi|V)(\cdot \mathrm{t}’)(\cdot \mathrm{t})\in V)$ $\lambda_{v}’$ – $\lambda_{v}’$ $c$,
$X$ $T$ ( $X$ ) 1 $v$ $T$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
23 $\Lambda/$[ $?l$ $A$ l–\lfloor
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1) $\prime \mathit{1}\tau$ : $Aarrow S$ $\mathrm{P}^{1}$-bundle
2) 1) $\pi$ $\Lambda l$ $U$ $m$
$\text{ }H^{0}(U, S^{m}(\wedge n-2\Omega_{U}))\neq 00$
3) $A\subset \mathit{1}\uparrow I,|\mathrm{O}$
, $\mathrm{B}$
case ii ( 2.0)
(B.1) $\mathrm{c}$ ( $di\uparrow??.\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}I\leq 4\Rightarrow$ case i)
$S$ $[\Gamma_{C\mathrm{i}}^{r}\prec,\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}87][\mathrm{S}\mathrm{a},\mathrm{S}_{1})\mathrm{s}6]$ $\kappa(M)\geq 0$
[0OSaZh]
[0OSaZh] ) $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}.\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}.3,|\supset 2$ ), $1\supset$ ) $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}s\mathrm{e}z4$ )) $\mathrm{a},1$ ) $\backslash$ ) case4) $\mathrm{b}4$ ) $0$
$0$ K. ) $X$ small contra,ction (B.1)
) [0OSa.Zh] $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}|\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}.=3,\mathrm{b}‘ 2$ ) $[87\mathrm{F}\mathrm{u}]$ $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}3’ \mathrm{b}‘ 2$ ) Th3 $\mathrm{b}2$ ) $Marrow S$ $\mathrm{P}^{2}$
– $[\mathrm{F}\mathrm{a},\mathrm{S}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}87]$ section.1
$\mathrm{P}^{2}$
) $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}4$), $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$)( $[00\mathrm{S}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{h}]$ – ) $M$ Weil =Cartier
Step3 (317p) $A\cap E$ $\mathrm{P}^{1}\cross \mathrm{P}^{1}$ $E$
$E\prec$ Neron-Severi 2 $E$
$\mathrm{P}^{2}$ $(\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}_{1^{\mathrm{J}}}4)\circ$ $Si_{?\mathit{1}}.gM\cap E=\emptyset$ $\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}/I$
.$f\cdot\cdot Marrow W$ $E$ $\mathrm{b}1_{0}\mathrm{t}.\mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\circ \mathrm{o}^{-}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{C}$ ) $1\mathrm{t}f\mathrm{n}$ $\circ$ $Sir\iota,g\mathfrak{s}W\cap.f\cdot(\mathit{1}4\mathrm{I}=\emptyset$
$\mathfrak{x}\iota_{-}^{arrow_{\backslash }l,.\mathrm{c}}\grave{\mathrm{f}}\mathrm{g}-\backslash$
$\mathrm{T}/|f$ $f\cdot(A)$ $f\cdot(A)\subset W_{reg}$ $.f\cdot(A)$
$\mathrm{P}^{1}- \mathrm{b}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\pi$ : $Aarrow S$ $\mathrm{P}^{1}- \mathrm{b}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\overline{\mathit{1}\mathrm{I}}’$ :.$f\cdot(A)arrow S’$ $\circ$ Neron-Severi
$\rho(S)=\rho(,\text{\c{a}}\prime \mathrm{I}+1$
$\mathrm{c}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash )\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}4,\mathrm{b}4)$ $t\overline{\iota}(S)\geq 0_{\text{ }}$ ,7’ $H^{0}(s, I\mathrm{i}_{S}’’)\otimes 7l\neq 0$
$H^{0}(A, S^{n}l(\wedge 2\Omega_{A}))\neq 0$ . $-$ $\mathrm{P}^{1}-$ $Marrow W$ $Aarrow\nu\iota_{/}^{\gamma}$
$H^{0}.(l1_{i}l, s^{r\}l}(\wedge^{2}\Omega_{M})\mathrm{I}\neq 0_{0}$ 2.3 P2- $Marrow S$ .:
$–)$ slnall contraction ) $\circ$
(B.1) ($J(S)$ . ( ) ) $/().\prime\prime\backslash )$
3. A
(3.1) $E\prec$ $B$ $C$ blowing-up ( $C$ $\mathrm{P}^{1}$ -bundle), E
$(_{=}\mathrm{P}^{1})$ $E_{c}$ $N_{1}$
$0 arrow N_{E_{r-}/E}arrow J\mathrm{V}_{E,_{-/}}.Aarrow\bigwedge_{E/}^{\gamma}A|E,$. $arrow 0$ $N_{E\prec,/E}’\cong O_{\mathrm{P}^{1}}^{\oplus \mathrm{J}}(. \mathit{1}\backslash r_{\Sigma\prec/A}|E,-\cdot\cong \mathcal{O}_{\mathrm{P}^{1}}(-1)$ $(_{a}=$
$di\uparrow n(’)$ $\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}_{E_{-/A}},\cong \mathcal{O}_{\mathrm{P}^{1}}^{\oplus\prime\prime}$ ($-|9O_{\mathrm{p}}1(-1)$ -
$0 arrow f\backslash \int E_{c}/I4arrow \mathit{1}\backslash r,\lrcorner^{\prime/}’ \mathrm{C}\wedge \mathrm{r}_{1}arrow \mathit{1}\backslash r_{:\mathrm{t}/}.\Lambda_{1}^{\mathrm{r}}|^{-}’\lrcorner_{(}"arrow 0$ $t\mathrm{i},(\mathit{1}.\mathrm{V}_{1})\geq 0$
$b=’\dot{E}_{\dot{\mathrm{c}}}..A(>0)$
$N_{E_{\text{ }}/\mathrm{P}}M\iota\cong O_{\mathrm{P}}\oplus(’+(\mathcal{O}\downarrow(-\mathrm{i})\models.\mathrm{P}o_{\mathrm{p}}\iota(b)0$ ,::
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E $M$ 1 $\mathit{1}\backslash \gamma_{1}$
$D$ ( $84\Gamma\prec_{\mathrm{d}}’$ , )
(.3.2) $D\cap A=E$ $A$ $E$ $D$ ]
$D$
$E$ $C$ $\mathrm{P}^{1}-$ bundle $D$
‘ ( $80\mathrm{F}\mathrm{u}$ 5 ) $\mathrm{B}$ A
A $di\uparrow?\iota M\leq 4$ $\pi$ : $Aarrow S$ $\mathrm{P}^{1}$ -bundle




2. $A$ $M$ ( – )
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